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Visit our Website

Click on the Link for
Club-of-the-Year Guidelines
for COVID-19

A nice start for South Shore YC's 'Crew of
Two around Catalina'

racing continues! Contact your local clubs for
updates!.
Click Here for the 2020 Race Calendar

If this was you at one time, then you
Definitely are eligible to join us at

SCYA's Annual Old Timer's Luncheon
THIS EVENT IS SOLD OUT!!!
Saturday, September 19th 2020
Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club
1601 Bayside Drive
Corona del Mar
Board-Only Meeting 1030 hours
General Meeting & Lunch 1200 hours
COMMODORES!
Get out of the house and mingle with new and old friends.
THE FAMOUS OLD TIMERS TROPHY WILL BE AWARDED
TO THE CLUB WITH THE MOST COMMODORES PRESENT.
Lunch is $40 per person.
Limit of 60 people.

THIS EVENT IS SOLD OUT!
Menu:

Huli Huli chicken
Pulled Pork
Mahi-mahi
two salads
Rice
Ice cream sundae

Use this link to get on the wait list by
Sept. 14th at 11 am www.scya.org
"Contactless Registration"
No cash, credit card or checks will be accepted at the door.
Dress: Hawaiian Casual

Commodore's
Corner
John Marshall

As we enter the final third of 2020, we hope this finds you happy and healthy. When SCYA held its
Change of Command Installation dinner at the Pechanga Resort on January 11, little did we know
that this year would prove to be the most unusual in SYCA’s 99-year history. At that time, I was
budgeting $800 per month for gas as I was planning on attending 30+ Opening Day Ceremonies.
Once the COVID-19 shutdown began in earnest in mid-March, I was getting 30 days to the gallon
of gas!
In February, I had never heard of Zoom video conferencing. Now, I live in Zoom for Board of
Directors meetings, virtual Yacht Club Cocktail parties, family gatherings and more. As of this
writing, SCYA has hosted seven SCYA Commodores Round Table discussions involving dozens of
Yacht Club Commodores every month. In these unprecedented times, it has presented an
opportunity for SCYA Member Commodores to share their own situations and policies among each
other.
The variance between counties in terms of restrictions has provided additional challenges. SCYA is
moving ahead with a General Meeting on September 19th with our annual Old Timers Day. It will
be held outdoors at Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club with a limited capacity for social distancing. Our
limit was 60 attendees and this event has sold out.
One of the best ways to achieve a feeling of normalcy during the pandemic is to get out on the
water. Our yacht club successfully concluded thirteen weeks of beer can races from June through
August. During July 18-19, we organized a very successful “Crew of 2 Around Catalina” doublehanded race with 37 entries. The number of boats that participated represented a high water mark
that hadn’t been seen in decades. It was probably due to the pent-up demand for offshore racing
events as so many regattas have been canceled. Racers traveled from as far away as Northern

California, Hawaii and Arizona for the opportunity to be on the water for some excellent
competition. All participants received commemorative “Crew of 2 Around Catalina” t-shirts that
were thrown into the cockpits of the boats as they checked-in with the Race Committee boat.
As we head into the fall, we hope you all have the opportunity to spend quality time with your
family and friends. Be safe and stay healthy!

---John
Commodore's Cruise Update
SCYA's Annual Commodore's Cruise, slated for
October 2-5 to Mexico via Carnival's
Inspiration, has been cancelled. Stay tuned for
an update on a possible stateside alternative.

The annual Desert Storm Poker Run has been

cancelled this year, and is slated for April 2125 2021 at the London Bridge Resort in Lake
Havasu, Arizona. Yay!!
Meanwhile, The annual Parker Enduro returns
full throttle Saturday, October 31, 2020 at
La Paz County Park in Parker, AZ. According
event coordinators, This event will not be open
to spectators, due to current covid
restrictions, but "Strokes and Pirate's Den will
be great viewing spots!!"

Rest in Peace to A Classic
Old Timer!
Dick Reinhardt, the 1st Commodore of King Harbor Yacht

Club (1960), and SCYA's 1976 Honorary Commodore, died
in July. Few of our SCYA members realize that he was the
Treasurer of the Midwinters for over 20 years..
When Redondo Harbor and Win'ard YCs merged to become
KHYC, Richard was member # 27. Funeral services are
pending. He will be sorely missed.

From Recreational Boaters
of California
Cleve Hardaker, President
As RBOC President, I have submitted the organization’s formal
comments to the California Coastal Commission, urging the
Commission to modify the East San Pedro Bay Habitat
Enhancement to minimize the potential danger presented by
placing kelp forest in the vicinity of a busy recreational harbor
approach.
RBOC’s formal comments follow below. To take action: click
here
Dear California Coastal Commissioners,
Recreational Boaters of California (RBOC) is the nonprofit
advocacy organization that works to protect and enhance the
interests of the state’s recreational boaters before the legislative
and executive branches of state and local government.
RBOC is in its 52nd year as a statewide organization promoting the enjoyment, protection, and
responsible use of our waterways.
While RBOC supports the concept of the USACE East San Pedro Bay Habitat Enhancement some
of its elements cause serious misgivings.
Specifically, the construction of kelp beds close to the Alamitos Bay entrance channel.
Kelp beds outside the Long Beach breakwater seem entirely appropriate and we envision minimal
negative results from such construction.
Kelp beds constructed in the vicinity of the very busy Alamitos Bay entrance will present serious
hazards to the many recreational boaters and fishermen coming and going at all times of the day.
Alamitos Bay is home to a large number of boats that come and go regularly.
However, many boaters and fishermen from all up and down the coast frequently enter the harbor
and are likely to refer to Navigation Charts for guidance since they may not be familiar with those
waters.

Current navigation Charts of Long Beach Harbor do not show any kelp beds in the area.
Navigation Charts always show kelp beds where they occur and identify them as a danger for
mariners.
'the potential exists for recreational boaters who traverse over kelp forests to get their propeller
blades caught in the kelp at the ocean surface'
The risk described here minimizes the degree of danger presented to boats under power.
Kelp consists of long, strong strands that can easily become wrapped in a boats propeller and can
even cause engines to stall, rendering the boat disabled.
In extreme situations, thick kelp can become tightly wrapped around a propeller shaft and pull the
shaft away from the transmission leaving a large hole in the hull to allow water ingress.
The proposal mentions that:
‘Kelp bed placement would be localized in clusters identifiable to boaters.
Pathways for boats to avoid kelp ... have been included in the design to ensure boaters have
adequate open water space.'
While it is possible that local mariners may become familiar with the location of kelp beds in the
area of a harbor entrance and avoid them, visiting sailors and fishermen will have no way to know
where these hazards are located.
Kelp forest is not static. It grows and spreads, often in unpredictable directions.
And even local boaters may be arriving or leaving the harbor in hours of darkness or in heavy fog
that is not an uncommon occurrence. It would not be easy to identify kelp beds in such conditions.
Stormy weather that drives sailors to seek refuge in a safe harbor also make it impossible to identify
kelp forests and the peril of a stalled engine while approaching a rocky breakwater is extreme.
RBOC, therefore, urges the Commission to review this proposal carefully and consider modifying
it to minimize the potential danger presented by placing kelp forest in the vicinity of a busy
recreational harbor approach.
To illustrate the significance of harbor approaches, I have copied the directions for mariners
entering the harbor:
The Alamitos Bay entrance is marked by two stone jetties which enter the bay in a NNE direction.
On the Western jetty Is a 25 foot, 6 second green flashing light, also with a foghorn.
The entrance is located approximately 030 degrees magnetic at 1.1 5 miles from the East end of the
Long Beach Breakwater; and approximately 285 degrees magnetic at 1.1 miles from the Anaheim
Bay (Huntington Harbor) channel entrance.
Take care when entering Alamitos Bay that you identify both stone jetties.
One to port and one to starboard. The San Gabriel River sits directly on the Southeast side of the
Eastern jetty. It becomes extremely shallow quickly, and its bottom is dotted with wrecks and rocky
shoals.
Therefore, enter Alamitos Bay only when you can identify jetties within 100 yards on both sides of
your boat.
The Alamitos Bay Channel is marked with a series of centerline buoys.
Stay to starboard of this row when traveling in either direction.
Also be aware that a silt pumping barge sometimes sits in the channel to clear out shoal areas. It is
well marked with round yellow cans.
Stay more then 20 feet from these cans, as they are usually attached to The dredging hose hanging

below the surface.
The speed limit throughout Alamitos Bay , including the entrance channel, is 5 m.p.h., strictly
enforced by the Long Beach Marine Bureau patrol boats.

Racing Is Alive and Well at BCYC
One of the many lessons learned during the last few months is that sailors really want to race. Some
of the SCYA clubs, like Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club in Corona Del Mar, decided to re-open racing
at the beginning of June to serve the racing community’s demand.
According to Paul deCapua, BCYC Race Chair, “once we announced that ‘racing is back’, the
floodgates opened and registrations soared to 2019 levels and, in some cases, beyond”.
BCYC’s Taco Tuesday evening series has seen strong participation on its PHRF venue and Harbor
20 venue…with 23 PHRF boats and 38 Harbor 20’s registered. Judging from the racer’s smiles
behind the face masks at the outdoors post-race get togethers, the Taco Tuesday Series was a
success.
Moving offshore, another of BCYC’s series, the Around the Oil Islands Races, actually grew over
2019 levels. A new class of “big boats” was added and the usual PHRF A-C classes each added a
few boats…some from Dana Point…making a total of 27 boats racing 23 miles out to the midchannel oil islands and back. The last race of the series is scheduled for August 29 with an
expectation of continued westerly winds.
With so much excitement about racing, BCYC expects its Wild Sailing Regatta in September and
October…and its Hot Rum Series in November and December to finish the year with a bang.
The key point here is that sailors want to race and if yacht clubs run fun and challenging events, the
racers will keep coming back.
Want to join the fun? Find out more at BCYCracing.org.

From the Vice

Commodore
Bill McNamara

Each of SCYA’s Flag Officers oversees and reports on the progress of several of our Events and
Committees. On my mind right now is SCYA’s 2021 Midwinter Regatta scheduled for two
weekends: February 6, 7 & 20, 21. Member clubs are already populating their 2021 race calendars
and SCYA would like your club to consider hosting a Midwinter Regatta event. For 92 years
SCYA member clubs have shared their race management expertise and their boating volunteerism
to make the SCYA Midwinter Regatta the largest annual racing event on the West Coast.
90 different classes have competed in Midwinter Regattas annually averaging hundreds of boats
and over 1000 competitors hosted by dozens of SCYA clubs. Many of these boat classes exist as
separate fleets in harbors from San Diego to Santa Barbara. Separate clubs can host Midwinter
Regatta events for the same classes in multiple harbors! We’d like your club to consider hosting
one or more of the fleets that already race with your club during other times of the year… to
become Midwinter Regatta classes hosted by your club.
Understanding that COVID-related restrictions and reluctances may still exist in February, now is
the time to consider what classes and types of races your club will host. One common way to limit
the number of crew on competing boats is to host Single Handed or Double Handed races. Pursuitstyle races increase spacing between boats during start sequences and early race legs. To minimize
the number of Race Committee volunteers… consider utilizing “Rabbit Starts” (or Gate Starts
www.int505.org/?s=gate+start). And use fixed/government marks instead of dropped marks to
minimize crew on auxiliary RC boats.
Other ways to join in as a host club with new competitors include: Radio Controlled racing and
Predicted Log racing. Or hosting an adult event in classes that are already being raced by juniors
such as LASER Masters, Senior Sabot, FJ, 420, C15, Lido 14, RS Tera, RS Quest. Alternatively,
pick a different date than an adult Midwinter event and host a junior event utilizing the same class
boats such as Harbor 20, J22, Thistle, Soling, Snipe, Finn, etc. Help existing MWR classes utilize
their boats on separate dates by having the “A” fleet race on separate days from the “B” and “C”
fleets (I’m thinking of Harbor 20s in Newport & Santa Barbara, Cal 20s in Long Beach & LA,
Martin 242s in MdR and other one design fleets our larger clubs maintain). More clubs can be
involved by being adaptable and creative in making the 2021 Midwinter Regatta the largest ever.
To learn more about involving your club just contact Service@SCYA.org 562-433-7426.
Fair winds and following seas!

---Bill

Photo of award-winning RyLaCade by Lawrence
Sherwin of The Newport Indy

The Latest from NOSA
Laurie Morrison
Congratulation to Stuart and Teri Leigh! Their Hunter 45 RyLaCade was named the Sweepstakes
Winner of the 2020 4th of July “Old Glory Boat Parade” hosted by the American Legion Yacht
Club.
RyLaCade flew an impactful 30’ by 50’ American Flag off its mast and a Betsy Ross replica flag
off its mainstay and included a tribute on board to those who lost their lives on 9/11.
ALYC Commodore Bruce Batcheller hosted a zoom meeting last Sunday to announce the winners
stating that the commanding presence of RyLaCade and its flags dispelled any misgivings
organizers had for forging ahead with the parade and overcoming unique obstacles this year; and
that the participation level really provided a spirit of hope and helped realize what the club
members hoped to achieve after a tumultuous few months for us all.
With 53 boats participating, it was the biggest Old Glory parade ever. ALYC members entered 27
boats while Bahia Corinthian stepped up with six, including RyLaCade.
Oasis VI was declared Best Sailboat.

 ringing Up the Rear
B
Anne Eubanks, R/C

We’re in the homestretch of summer. Normally those words would make me feel a little
nostalgic. In 2020, they give me hope. Hope that, so far, we have made it through these unique

times, and maybe soon, we will see that proverbial light at the end of tunnel.
When I was growing up in Mid-Missouri, family vacations were always road trips somewhere, and
Sunday’s were reserved for Mass, a mid-afternoon dinner, and a family drive. Sunday was family
spending time together. “Watching the world through an open window” led to contemplation,
daydreaming about endless possibilities, and conversations about ordinary things, “ordinary things
that meant so much”.
COVID-19 has changed our lifestyle for a brief period in our lives, but not all has been bad. It has
silently forced us to slow down and re-evaluate what is important to us.
It has revitalized the road trip and seeing the great USA by car. What a gift to give our children and
grandchildren. Since families are spending more time together, board games and jig saw puzzles
have made a big comeback, and family walks are more the norm than the anomaly. Some people
who have never made exercise an important part of their lives are embracing a daily workout. We
have all become more cognizant of recognizing and helping those in need. So, when times get back
to “normal” let’s remember to stop and smell the roses.
Recording history is important, and a way for future generations to learn from the past and make
the future brighter. The Pandemic Powerhouse Performance Award was designed with this
philosophy in mind. I hope all our member clubs apply for this award so SCYA can create a history
of this momentous time in our lives. It will be nice to honor the three winners of this award for their
extraordinary response to the pandemic, but more importantly, our combined efforts will become a
playbook for future generations in the event something like COVID-19 happens again. The
submission deadline is September 15, 2020. Following is a link to the application:
https://scya.org/pandemic-powerhouse-performance-award/
In closing, for those wanting to relive a Sunday drive, I suggest watching this music video by Brett
Eldredge. It will put a smile on your face!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-506lCdmWU

---Anne
Meanwhile, start practicing
your look!

See You in November!

Mark your calendars for Saturday, November 7, for the
board-only and general meetings. The original location of
Del Rey Yacht Club has been changed.
Stay tuned for details!!!!
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You are correct, Bobby, in your Analysis of
this summer!

